SOFTWARE RELEASE NOTES
MCS-CONNECT
Version 14.00Y
11/13/2013
Updates from previous versions:
New Features:
1. Changing foreground color of selected tab in Info Tab Interface to further differentiate it from non‐
selected tabs.

Bug Fixes:
1. In the System status grid/window on the EXV row the “Level ROC” column is not displayed correctly. It
should have a decimal point. RESOLUTION ‐ Divided previous result by 10.
2. The new Remote Print to File option was getting the incorrect index into the remote site Combo Box.
This was causing MCS‐Connect to search for the wrong IP when connecting remotely. RESOLUTION ‐
Corrected the index into the combo Box.
3. The alarm info popup was being created with multiple scroll bars. This is causing confusion in some
instances. Both the internal frame and the data table had scroll bars. RESOLUTION ‐ I sized the scroll
pane holding the info table to be smaller than the current screen resolution. This automatically
removed the scroll bars on the internal frame containing the panel containing the scroll pane
containing the data table.
4. When attempting to load an offline graph from a history file saved by the Magnum to External Card
the new files from V14 were not loading correctly. After investigating this issue I found that the
Magnum was not including the cfg type in the header. RESOLUTION – Connect is now testing the
length of the string before parsing off the cfg version and cfg type. If its size > 2 Connect is parsing off
the cfg type(printed from MCS‐Connect) otherwise Connect is just taking the value saved
directly.(printed to file by the Magnum)
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